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Abstract—Cloud is one of the most common interferers in Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrum-radiometer (MODIS) remote sensing imagery. Because of cloud interference, much important and useful information covered by cloud cannot be recovered well. How to detect and remove cloud from MODIS imagery is an important issue for wide application of remote sensing data. In general, cloud can be roughly divided into the two types, namely, thin cloud and thick cloud. In order to effectively detect and eliminate cloud, an automatic algorithm of cloud detection and removal is proposed in this paper. Firstly, several necessary preprocessing works need to be done for MODIS L1B data, including geometric precision correction, bowtie effect elimination and stripe noise removal. Furthermore, through analyzing the cloud spectral characters derived from the thirty-six bands of MODIS data, it can be found the spectral reflections of ground and cloud are different in various MODIS bands. Therefore, cloud and ground area can be respectively identified based on the analysis of multispectral characters derived from MODIS imagery. Cloud removal processing mainly aims at cloud region rather than whole image, which can improve processing efficiency. As for thin cloud and thick cloud regions, the corresponding cloud removal algorithms are proposed in this paper. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithms can effectively detect and remove cloud from MODIS imagery, which can meet the demands of post-processing of remote sensing imagery.

Index Terms—MODIS data, Cloud detection, Thin cloud removal, Thick cloud removal, Multispectral image analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud is one of the most common atmospheric interferers in MODIS remote sensing imagery. Because of cloud interference, abundant important information covered by cloud cannot be obtained [1]. Cloud interference not only brings some difficulties for image post-processing, but also causes other image recognition and classification problems. How to effectively reduce or remove cloud interference is an important issue in remote sensing applications.

Commonly, cloud can be roughly divided into two types, including thin cloud and thick cloud. At present, many cloud removal methods are designed to process different cloud. Thin cloud can be removed based on the processing of spatial domain or frequency domain. For example, thin cloud can be removed by eliminating the band information which is sensitive to cloud based on data multiband analysis [2], or by homomorphism filtering method [3] based on the high-frequency component of image enhancement. However, thin cloud removal method based on frequency domain is only suitable for the processing of small cloud region. The reason is that data transformation processing from spatial to frequency domain would consume a large amount of memory, which causes a bottleneck in computation speed. At present, thick cloud removal methods mainly utilize the overlapping images derived from the same region and different acquisition time, or use fusion data collected by multiple sensors. The basic theory of thick cloud removal is to replace cloud region with sky data [4, 5].

Through research of cloud removal methods, we found it should adopt different processing methods based on cloud type. As for thin cloud-covered region, the spectral features of ground are partly remained. As a result, we may recover part ground information under thin cloud-covered region. However, as for thick cloud-covered image, ground scene information is almost completely covered, the only method is to replace cloud region with non-cloud-covered image of the same region at different time [6, 7]. However, it is difficult to find the replaced data and the cost is also higher, so the method has limitations in practical application. In additional, image rectification [8] needs to be realized in this method. Although there has abundant research on image rectification, manual rectification method is mainly used by remote sensing researchers, which is a waste of time and low precision. Many researchers seek for automatic or semi-automatic rectification method for remote sensing imagery [9, 10].

In order to effectively detect and eliminate cloud, an automatic cloud detection and removal algorithm is proposed in this paper. Firstly, several preprocessing works need to be done for MODIS L1B data, including geometric precision correction, bowtie effect elimination and stripe noise removal. Furthermore, through analyzing the cloud spectral characters derived from the thirty-six bands of MODIS data, it can be found spectral reflections of ground and cloud are different in various MODIS bands. Therefore, cloud and ground area can be respectively identified based on the analysis of multispectral characters derived from MODIS imagery. In general, most cloud regions including both thin and thick types can be detected by this method. Clouds
removal processing mainly aims at cloud regions rather than whole image, which can improve processing efficiency. As for thin clouds and thick clouds removal, different removal algorithms are proposed in this paper. Experimental results demonstrate that these proposed methods can effectively detect and remove cloud from MODIS image, which can meet the demands of post-processing for remote sensing imagery applications.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces several necessary preprocessing for MODIS data. Section III describes an effective cloud detection algorithm. The algorithms of thin and thick cloud removal are respectively proposed in Section IV and Section V. Section VI is a summarization and conclusion of this research.

II. MODIS DATA PREPROCESSING

MODIS [11] is the main information data acquisition instrument in Earth Observing System (EOS) series of satellites, its goal is to research and forecast the earth changes which are influenced by nature and human being. The development and application of MODIS can advance the global environment research to a higher level. MODIS instrument includes 36 spectral bands at three different spatial resolutions with nominal ground fields of view of 250 m, 500 m and 1 km. Its spectrum distributes between 0.14 µm to 14 µm, which covers visible light, near-infrared and infrared bands. MODIS loads on Terra and Aqua satellites and can observe the global change one time each day, it can obtained 6.1 M bits data per second from atmosphere, sea and land on the earth. Now, MODIS has become the basic detector for observing the earth and supply ecology development data.

In order to provide high precision imagery for MODIS application, it needs to do some preprocessings, including geometric precision correction, bowtie effect elimination and strip noise removal. In the process of geometric precision correction [12], because there are much useful latitude and longitude information in MODIS data, these geographic data can be used as GCP to realize geometric precision correction.

Bowtie effect mainly represents that some data are overlapped in neighbor scan rows. Moreover, the more near to image edge, the more it can be seen. In the procedure of bowtie effect elimination, we use the previous proposed algorithm [13]. It firstly detects the rough positions of overlapping data. In additional, consider influences of the instrument characters and earth’s curvature, the positions of overlapping data need to be further rectified to obtain more precise results. At last, the optimal rectification method is used to obtain rectified MODIS data. As seen in Fig.1, the used algorithm can effectively eliminate bowtie effect.

III. AUTOMATIC CLOUD DETECTION ALGORITHM

The 36 distinct spectral bands of MODIS data are divided into four separate Focal Plane Assemblies (FPA): Visible (VIS), Near Infrared (NIR), Short- and Mid-Wave Infrared (SWIR/MWIR), and Long-Wave Infrared (LWIR). Cloud detection algorithm is mainly based on the multispectral analysis of cloud. Considering reflectance and radiation of cloud are different from earth’s surface in Visible and Infrared band spectrum, we may utilize cloud spectral features to detect cloud region.

In view of cloud spectrum characters in Visible /Near Infrared and thermal infrared band are complementary [15, 16], we select the following five bands: band CH1 (0. 620-0.670 µm), CH2 (0.841-0.876 µm), CH26 (1.360-1.390 µm), CH29 (8.400-8.700 µm) and CH31 (10.780-11.280 µm). We combine the cloud reflectance of Visible /Near Infrared with its brightness temperature of thermal infrared to detect cloud region. The region meets all of the following four conditions is regarded as cloud:
Condition 1: In Visible band CH1, the sky data has lower reflectance, its value is \(0 < \rho_{\text{sky}} < 0.3\); while cloud has higher reflectance, its value often is \(\rho_{\text{cloud}} > 0.3\); at the same time, this band can enhance the contrast of cloud and ground, so CH1 is the first choice for cloud detection.

Condition 2: In Near Infrared band CH2, although cloud has high reflectance, the reflectance of barren land and green are similar to cloud, so it is difficult to identify cloud. Through research, although cloud reflectances of Visible /Near Infrared band are similar, the reflectances of other surface type have obvious difference in the two bands. Therefore, the pixels which \(\rho_{\text{CH2}} / \rho_{\text{CH1}}\) lie in the range between 0.8 and 1.6 are regarded as cloud region.

Condition 3: As for high-level cloud detection, for example cirrus, CH26 band is very suitable. Because CH26 band has strong capability of water vapor absorption, ground radiation is difficult to reach the bottom of radiation sensor, while the upper water vapor features of cloud are very significant. As a result, this band is very useful to detect thin cloud.

Condition 4: Base on the error values of bright temperature between CH29 and CH31 band, cloud region can be effectively determined.

IV. THIN CLOUD REMOVAL ALGORITHM

A. Test Data Selection

MODIS L1B 1KM data on April 1, 2009 at 05:30 am (U.S. Time) is selected as test data, because the whole image is very large, here, we show one part of the image. Fig.3 (a) shows original CH1 image, Fig.3 (b) shows original CH2 image, Fig.3 (c) shows original CH26 image, Fig.3 (d) shows original CH29 image, Fig.3 (e) shows original CH31 image Fig.3 (f) shows thin cloud detection results using the proposed algorithm.

B. Thin Clouds Removal Algorithm

Thin cloud has some special features, such as high brightness, low contrast and low frequency. In order to reduce thin cloud interference, one effective method is to enhance ground information covered by cloud.

(1) Ground information enhancement

Image enhancement techniques can be divided into two broad categories: spatial domain methods, which operate directly on pixels, and frequency domain methods, which operate on the Fourier transform of an image. High-pass Butterworth filter is used to enhance the high frequency components of cloud region, namely, ground information.

(2) Cloud brightness processing

Through image enhancement processing, ground information becomes obvious. In additional, it needs to decrease brightness of cloud region for better image effect. Because cloud has uneven thickness, the processing result is not good when whole cloud regions decrease same brightness value. If brightness decreases less, image edge between thin part and non-cloud region is smooth, but brightness of thick part is high; if brightness decrease sharp, thick part can achieve good result, but it will cause obvious boundary effect between thin part and non-cloud region. Aim at the situation, a proper strategy [17] is designed to decrease different brightness according to various cloud thickness.

Step1: Compute the center of gravity for each thin cloud region. The center of gravity is usually located in the thicker part of thin cloud region.

Step2: For each cloud region, it is divided into several layers from center of gravity to boundary position.

Step3: Cloud brightness of each layer is decreased different levels according to its position.

C. Thin Clouds Removal Results

Fig.4 (a) shows the original image covered with thin clouds, Fig.4 (b) shows the result of thin cloud removal. From Fig.4, it can be seen that part ground information covered by thin clouds can be recovered well.
V. AUTOMATIC THICK CLOUD REMOVAL METHOD

Fig. 5 (a) shows the first band of thin cloud removal image which can be regarded as less cloud region. Fig. 5 (b) shows the first band of thick cloud image derived from the same observation region and different data acquisition time, which acquisition date is on April 17, 2009 at 05:30 am (U.S. Time).

A. Overlapping Region Detection

First of all, we should detect the overlapping region of the two images. The traditional methods used to detect overlapping regions are usually based on image processing, and detection procedures are relative complex. In this paper, we may simply and quickly detect the overlapping regions of the two images by utilizing MODIS data. Through analysis of MODIS data, it includes the corresponding geographical coordinates besides image data. As for MODIS L1B 1KM data, its image size is $2030 \times 1354$ pixels, while the size of latitude and longitude data is $406 \times 271$ pixels, namely, the image data is 25 times the size of the geographical...
data. Through the interpolation algorithm, we can obtain the new geographical data which size is the same with image data. Therefore, the overlapping region is confirmed according to the data ranges of longitude and latitude.

B. Matching Point Pair’s Detection

(1) SIFT algorithm and feature matching

SIFT algorithm [18] was published by David Lowe. SIFT features are local and based on the appearance of the object at particular interest points, and are invariant to image scale and rotation. They are also robust to changes in illumination, noise, and minor changes in viewpoint. Based on SIFT algorithm, we can obtain all descriptor vectors for keypoints such that the descriptors are highly distinctive and partially invariant to the remaining variations. Then, feature matching is done through a Euclidean-distance based nearest neighbor approach. In order to increase robustness, matches are rejected for those keypoints for which the ratio of the nearest neighbor distance to the second nearest neighbor distance is greater than 0.8. This discards many of the false matches arising from background clutter. Fig.7 shows the image of matching point pair’s based on SIFT algorithm and the nearest neighbor approach.

![Image 7](image7.png)

(2) The strategy of extracting exact matching points

As shown in Fig.7, there are still some false matching pairs after the above processing. In order to obtain exact matching pairs in further, we put forward an effective strategy to extract exact matching pairs based on consistency theory [19].

This strategy is designed as follows:

Step1: Use the feature points of the first image as the reference points, then seek for corresponding matching points in the second image by SIFT algorithm and nearest neighbor approach. In order to increase robustness, matches are rejected for those keypoints for which the ratio of the nearest neighbor distance to the second nearest neighbor distance is greater than 0.8. This discards many of the false matches arising from background clutter. Fig.7 shows the image of matching point pair’s based on SIFT algorithm and the nearest neighbor approach.

![Image 8](image8.png)

Step2: Given $A(x_1',y_1')$ and $A'(x_2',y_2')$ is a pair of matching points, then compute (1):

$$dx = x_2' - x_1' \quad (1)$$

Where $dx$ is x-coordinate distance of the two matching points, compute the x-coordinate distances of all matching points, record them as $dx(n) \{n = 1, 2, ..., K\}$; Compute the number sum of different $dx(n)$, and find $dx(s) \{s \in n\}$ whose value is greater than given threshold.

Similarly, compute (2):

$$dy = y_2' - y_1' \quad (2)$$

Here, $dy$ refers y-coordinate distance of the two matching points, compute the y-coordinate distances of all matching points, and then record them as $dy(n) \{n = 1, 2, ..., K\}$; Statistics the number of different $dy(n)$, and find $dy(t) \{t \in n\}$ whose value is greater than given threshold. Extract the matching point pairs whose x-coordinate distance is $dx(s)$, meanwhile, y-coordinate distance is $dy(t)$.

Step3: Use the feature points of the second image as the reference points, adopt Step1 to seek matching points in the first image, and then repeat Step2.

Step4: Find the matching point pairs which are identical in Step2 and Step3, then obtain final matching point pairs.

Table.1 shows the matching results using the proposed strategy, and Fig.8 shows the result of exact matching point pairs.

![Table 1](table1.png)

C. Image Rectification

Because the two images were acquired from different date and angle, we use these matching point pairs (also called control points) to realize image rectification. Image rectification is a transformation process; it is used to correct a distorted image into a standard coordinate system. In this paper, we adopt the quadratic polynomial model as transform model.

Given a point coordination of reference image is $(X, Y)$, its corresponding point coordination of target image is $(x, y)$, then:
result, we use morphological dilation method to process thick cloud regions. Fig.10 shows the rectified result of thick cloud regions.

### D. Thick Cloud Detection Results

Fig.9 (a)-(e) shows the thick cloud images derived from the different bands of MODIS data. For the thick cloud image, the thick cloud regions can be detected using the propose cloud detection algorithm. Fig.9 (f) shows the thick cloud regions where clouds are labeled with white color.

![Image](image1.png)

**Figure 9.** Original band images and thick cloud regions

As seen in Fig.9 (f), some clouds points cannot be detected due to the influences of cloud shadow, which decrease the image quality of thick clouds removal. As a
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**Figure 10.** The rectified image of thick cloud regions

### E. Image Fusion Processing

In order to recover the ground information, thick cloud regions should be replaced with the corresponding regions from the rectified image. However, the image gray of the replaced region is not identical with that of its surrounding region, which decreases the whole image quality. The following image fusion processing is used to resolve the problem:

1. **Step1:** Compute the gray mean of the replaced region and that of the surrounding regions of thick cloud image.
2. **Step2:** Compute the error value between the two gray means, and then adjust pixel gray of the replaced region according to the error value.
3. **Step3:** As for the edges of the replaced image, the fade in-out blending approach [20] is adopted to realize image smooth effect.
4. **Step4:** Repeat above Steps, realize data fusion based on the two images.

### F. Experimental Results

Fig.11 shows the color images of less cloud, thick cloud and thick cloud removal. As shown in Fig.11(c), thick cloud can be effectively removed with the proposed method. Through the processing of thick cloud removal, we can clearly observe the important ground information under thick cloud-covered region.

![Image](image3.png)

**Figure 11.** Experimental results of less cloud, thick cloud and thick cloud removal
VI. CONCLUSIONS

Because of climate influences, most remote sensing images include thin or thick clouds, which severely affect data post-processing and application. Therefore, it is very necessary to remove cloud interferences from original image. An effective cloud detection algorithm is proposed in this paper, which can detect most thin or thick cloud regions based on the analysis of the multispectral information from MODIS data. Cloud removal processing mainly focuses on the cloud detection regions rather than the whole image, which can improve processing efficiency. As for cloud removal, we designed the corresponding algorithms for thin or thick cloud type processing. Using the proposed methods, cloud can be automatically detected and removed without manual interference. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed methods can effectively remove clouds from MODIS image, which can meet the demands of post-processing for remote sensing imagery applications.
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